
Rewriting History

Having considered 9/11 and other false-flag terror attacks for several years, it becomes 
evident to reconsider history. Even if I can find no simple answer to the questions, “when 
did it all start?” and “which common purpose (if any) does this phenomenon follow?” it is 
obviously something, for which one should not close the eyes. Impressive is the claim, 
that “if 9/11 is not such a deception, it's an exception to the rule” [1], then used as an 
argument first to consider the obvious state involvement in this crime.  9/11, though 
neither the beginning, nor the end of the line, has a crucial importance: it was the start 
of a new row of aggressions, and whoever studies it must be blind not soon to find the 
tracks of the official involvement, whether in the spectacular events themselves or the 
destruction of evidences in the immediate aftermath. Analysing some events afterwards 
and then some before leads to an interest in the phenomenon of false-flag actions [2]. 
This leads us down well below 1900, if only USA is considered. The Swedish author F. 
William Engdahl  goes a bit  further backwards in his book  A Century Of War: Anglo-
American Oil Politics and the New World Order [3].

Going  backwards,  a  brief  consideration  of  some  major  false-flag  actions 
(incomplete, of course) deserves reconsideration:

Year Event Description Responsible
(Probably)

2006 Sinai-Bombing Hotel attack in Sinai ?
2005 Amman Hotel attack in Jordan Mossad
2005 7/7 [4] Underground attack in London Mossad/MI6
2005 Bali-2 [5] Attack on beach restaurants Indones/AUS
2005 Hariri-Murder with 19 more victims in Beirut Mossad
2004 3/11 [6] Attack on urban trains in Madrid Guardia Civil
03-07 Iraq Terror [7] So-called suicide bombings (Along real) Mossad/MI6
2003 WMD/Iraq War [8] Creating the reason for making war CIA
2003 David Kelly [9] Murdering a specialist MI5/MI6
2002 Bali-1 Attack on beach restaurants Indones/AUS
2001 9/11 [10] Starting the “War against Terror” FBI/CIA/Mossad
1999 Kosovo Simulating Serbian genocide -
1995 OCB [11] Oklahoma City Bombing FBI
1993 WTC 1st bombing First attack on World Trade Center FBI, Mossad
1988 Lockerbie bombing Bombing a Pan Am plane over Scotland FBI, Mossad
1967 USS Liberty Attempt to sink Am ship, blame Egypt Israel
1967 6 Days War Attacking all neighbours in ‘defense’ Israel
1964 Gulf of Tonkin Starting Am. participation in Vietnam war USA
1963 Kennedy murder Retaliation for Cuba, Fed. Reserve national. CIA
1962 Operat. Northwood Planned slaughter of Am. citizens ‘by Cuba’ CIA
1954 Lavon Affair Bombings in Cairo Mossad
1941 Pearl Harbor Japanese attack was provoked & monitored USA
1939 2nd World War Poland attacked, Germany ‘fought back’ Nazi-Germany
1933 Reichstag Fire Communists received the blame Nazi-party
1898 Battleship Maine blown up in Havana, start of Sp.-Am. War USA

1 http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6529813972926262623 
2 Earlier false-flag operations
3 http://www.amazon.com/Century-War-Anglo-American-Politics-World/dp/074532309X/sr=1-
1/qid=1165788589/ref=pd_bbs_1/103-9935134-1529436?ie=UTF8&s=books 
4 Who were responsible for 7/7
5 Who were behind the Bali bombing
6 Who were responsible for 3/11
7 Who is responsible for the ongoing terror in the Middle East
8 The leaked Iraq documents
9 The murder of Dr. David Kelly
10 Who were responsible for 9/11
11 http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/OK/ok.html 

http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/OK/ok.html
http://www.amazon.com/Century-War-Anglo-American-Politics-World/dp/074532309X/sr=1-1/qid=1165788589/ref=pd_bbs_1/103-9935134-1529436?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/Century-War-Anglo-American-Politics-World/dp/074532309X/sr=1-1/qid=1165788589/ref=pd_bbs_1/103-9935134-1529436?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6529813972926262623


But rewriting history is not just a matter of these false-flag events. The nations 
which can produce such horrific events towards its own citizens (e.g. in order to start 
wars due to the citizens furious reaction) also cover themselves behind false masks. And 
one  of  these  false  masks  may  be  NATO,  towards  which  I  was  previously  a  stout 
supporter. It is not easy for me to suspect NATO of ill behaviour, being grown up in the 
era  of  the  cold  war,  but  its  present  position  as  e.g.  leading the  war  in  Afghanistan 
justifies  the  question,  if  it  is  or  has  turned  into  a  mechanism  for  the  American 
warmongers. Among other additional questionable activities are its joint exercises with 
Israeli  (the  aggressor  in  the  recent  2nd Lebanon  war,  contributor  to  terror  activities 
worldwide) and its attitude toward Georgia and Ukraine, where strong protagonists for a 
full  membership of  NATO can be found – the price  may be participation  in the Iraq 
occupation for American oil-interests. 

Questioning  the  Western  governments  intentions  leads  to  my  provocative 
statement, “Stop the war, we are at the wrong front” [13] – not that I would consider any 
other  front,  but  I  do  not  want  to  share  responsibility  for  the  lies  and  war-crimes 
committed by American and Israeli troops. 

Once the lid is off the box and the possibility of an evil role of NATO is admitted, a 
historical review is not necessarily favourable: NATO was created 1949, in the cold war 
after the 2nd world war, and only five years later was its Eastern counterpart, the Warsaw 
Pact, created. The possibility of a neutralized and reunited Germany had been buried by 
the West (and Adenauer). While the Warsaw Pact was dissolved in the turmoil of the 
Soviet Union's dissolution, NATO is now leading a new cold war against Russia. In the 
reunification process, foreign troops should be removed from German soil, but American 
troops and their nuclear arms remain here. Recently, Russia cancelled an agreement for 
limiting missiles in Europe (KSE), which caused surprise in the West; however, the West 
did never itself  ratify this agreement [12] and now even the Americans declared their 
intention to station rockets in Poland and Czech with the ridiculous argument to protect 
USA and Western Europe towards Iranian rockets. NATO’s position in Kosovo shall be the 
subject of a later analysis, now I have started reconsidering history under the possibility 
that it has played a more sombre role. The war against Serbia 1999 is probably based on 
another false-flag action, a possibility I did not consider then – did you?

John Schou
Dec. 9, 2007
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13 Stop the war, we are at the wrong front
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